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Situated on the west end of  the

National Mall, the Washington

Monument is one of  the most

prominent structures in Washington,

D.C. and one of  the most widely

recognized landmarks in the United

States. On August 23, 2011, the

monument sustained damage from

an earthquake centered

approximately 84 miles southwest of

Washington, D.C. To assess the

damage, the National Park Service

(NPS) retained a structural

engineering firm with experience in

the assessment and remediation of

earthquake damaged structures and

historic buildings. A comprehensive

survey of  both the exterior and

interior of  the monument was

performed utilizing both basic and

advanced nondestructive testing

(NDT) techniques to evaluate

earthquake-related damage and

investigate as-built conditions of  this

iconic stone structure (Fig. 1).

Structure Overview

Dedicated in 1885 in honor of

George Washington, the Washington

Monument stands 555 ft 5.13 in.

(169.3 m) tall and is the tallest free

standing stone structure and tallest

obelisk in the world. The exterior

walls of  the monument range in

thickness from 15 ft (4.57 m) at the

base to 18 in. (0.46 m) below the

Figure 1. Survey of earthquake damage to Washington Monument.
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inventory of  structures that tend to be significantly older than

those in seismic zones in the west.

In Washington D.C., the maximum acceleration of  the

ground, or peak ground acceleration, commonly used by

engineers to characterize the local intensity of  shaking during

an earthquake, was estimated at levels which correlated to a

moderate level of  perceived shaking and a very light potential

for damage. Post earthquake assessment revealed that the

majority of  well constructed and ordinary buildings in

Washington D.C. sustained little or no damage as a result of

the event. However, the original design, construction, and

aspect ratio of  the Washington Monument, in combination

with the specific ground motion that very likely occurred at

the monument site during the earthquake, left this structure

uniquely vulnerable to damage as a result of  this type of

event.

Post earthquake survey and documentation of  the

monument revealed edge-to-edge vertical and corner shear

cracking at several locations on the pyramidion that extended

the full depth of  the stone, as well as full depth cracking and

spalling at or adjacent to bearing surfaces on the interior of

the pyramidion. The remaining damage attributable to the

earthquake consisted primarily of  smaller pieces of  spalled

stone, loosened sections of  joint mortar and sealant, paint,

and related debris observed throughout the interior of  the

monument and on the exterior granite pavers that surround

the monument base.1

Initial Assessment

The initial engineering assessment of  the monument suggested

that the structure remained fundamentally sound, with no

visible evidence of  distress that would indicate it had been

structurally compromised in a way that would render it

unsuitable for its intended use and occupancy. However, there

were several interior and exterior conditions that required

further review and possible stabilization before the monument

could be safely reopened to the public. These included cracking

and spalling of  the exterior veneer panels and underlying stone

masonry elements, as well as loss of  joint mortar and

debonding of  cementitious patching material at various

locations throughout the monument. To further address these

concerns, the engineering firm conducting the survey worked

with the NPS to complete a close range evaluation of  the

exterior surfaces of  the monument using rope-access rappelling

techniques. Additionally, extensive interior inspections were

performed utilizing visual inspection and other NDT

techniques to evaluate the initial design and construction of  the

upper exterior walls and pyramidion, identify damage within

the stone elements and aid in the development of  stabilization

concepts (Fig. 3). Many of  the NDT techniques used are

described in ACI 228.2R and ICRI 210.4-2009.2,3 Although

initially developed to guide nondestructive testing and

evaluation of  concrete, experience has demonstrated that many

of  the principles and testing methods described in these
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pyramidion at the top of  the obelisk. The exterior walls consist

primarily of  simply supported white marble panels above the

460 ft (140.2 m) level, with load bearing white marble underlain

by granite and bluestone gneiss below that level. The upper

pyramidion is framed with a series of  parabolic shaped stone

arches and tie beams that extend inward perpendicularly from

the exterior walls beginning at the 460 ft level and reach

upward to the peak of  the structure (Fig. 2). An extensive

restoration project that included cleaning, repairing, repointing

and sealing of  the monument's exterior and interior stonework

was completed in 2001.

2011 Virginia Earthquake Damage

On August 23, 2011 at approximately 1:51 PM EDT, a

magnitude 5.8 Mw earthquake was recorded by the U.S.

Geological Survey within the Central Virginia Seismic Zone,

near Mineral, Virginia. The earthquake occurred approximately

3.7 miles below the earth’s   surface and was followed by several

aftershocks with magnitudes that ranged between 2.0 Mw and

4.5 Mw. In contrast with interplate earthquakes that occur

along relatively well understood plate boundaries in the earth’s

crust, this event was an intraplate earthquake, occurring at

some distance away from a known plate boundary. Due to the

geology of  the eastern seaboard of  the U.S., the moderate

earthquake event was felt across a wide region, affecting an



documents can also be effectively

applied to natural stone. At the time this

article was written, analysis of  the

structure and design of  repairs had been

completed. The repair contract has been

awarded by the NPS and repairs are

expected to take between 12 and 18

months to complete.

Exterior Condition Assessment

Survey and documentation of  the

condition of  the exterior surfaces of

the monument were performed by a

specialized group of  engineers

designated as the difficult access team
(Fig. 1). Team members are trained and

certified by the Society of  Professional

Rope Access Technicians (SPRAT).

Rigging of  the rope access system was

performed by the team with assistance

from the NPS and park rangers with

specific knowledge of  rope access

techniques. Access to the exterior of

the monument for the installation of

temporary protection and rigging by the

difficult access team was provided via a

small hatch located in the exterior stone

at the south slope of  the pyramidion, as

well as through the observation deck

windows at the 500 ft. (152.4 m) level.

Engineers spent several days

performing vertical drops on each

elevation. Those surveys consisted

primarily of  visual assessment, sounding

using small hammers, photographic

documentation and the recording of

observed conditions electronically using

tablet computers. Continuous radio

contact was maintained with each

member of  the difficult access team.

Visual inspection and sounding often

prove invaluable first steps to

identifying and documenting visible

distress on exposed surfaces, especially

when the use of  more advanced

nondestructive testing methods is

infeasible or unwarranted until more is

known about the extent of  distress in

the structure. Results of  visual

inspection surveys are commonly used

to classify different types of  damage

and to identify additional

nondestructive testing techniques that

may be able to more accurately isolate

and ascertain the probable causes of

distress. Visual inspection of  the

exterior stone elements identified visible

cracking and spalling within the stone

and loss of  joint mortar at several

locations on the monument. Sounding

(striking of  the surface with a small

hand tool and then listening to the

resulting sound and/or feeling by hand

for vibration across a crack) can be used

very effectively to identify hidden

conditions in natural stone elements,

such as near surface delaminations,

spalls and loose or unbonded elements.

Sounding of  the exterior surface of  the

monument identified several corner

cracks and surface spalls that were

difficult to identify visually at or near

the top of  the monument. Loosened or

partially debonded material was

removed by hand where feasible during

the survey (Fig. 4).

Interior Condition and Structural

Framing Assessment

Similar inspection and sounding methods

were used within the monument to

evaluate the interior surfaces of  the

exterior walls and the interior structural

elements framing the upper pyramidion.

More advanced nondestructive testing

methods, specifically reflective
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Figure 2. Upper pyramidion models: (a) exterior walls, (b) interior stone framing

with west and south exterior walls removed, (c) stone framing with all exterior

walls and peak removed and (d) wall interiors with pyramidion framing removed.

Figure 3. Visual inspection of spall in exposed mortise and tenon joint connection

within stone framing of pyramidion.

(a) (b) (c) (d)



ultrasonics and ground penetrating radar,

were also employed to more accurately

assess damage and determine as-built

conditions.

Reflective Ultrasonics

Reflective ultrasonic techniques were

used to measure the thickness of  the

marble of  the exterior skin of  the

pyramidion and of  the upper portion of

the exterior walls. Additionally,

ultrasonic testing was performed at

selected locations to identify internal or

hidden cracking or spalling of  the stone

framing  the pyramidion. The reflective

techniques used included impact echo

and shear wave pulse echo.

Reflective ultrasonic testing

techniques have been used extensively

on homogenous materials such as

plastics and metals since their

introduction in the 1940s. Research

funded primarily by the U.S. National

Bureau of  Standards along with

advances in equipment and software

have led to the gradual use of  reflective

ultrasonic methods, specifically impact

echo, in a variety of  civil applications.

Impact Echo. The impact echo

technique is used for condition

assessment of  structural members,

material property evaluation and quality

assurance testing. For stone assessment,

impact echo can be deployed to identify

the presence and location of  internal

anomalies or to detect delamination or

construction related discontinuities in

composite systems.

The impact echo technique is based

on the spectral analysis of  reflected

ultrasonic waves. The method involves

introducing mechanical energy, in the

form of  a stress pulse, on the surface of

an element and assessing the surface

displacement produced by the arrival of

stress waves reflected from internal

discontinuities, interfaces, or opposing

external boundaries. The stress pulse is

typically introduced on the testing

surface using small steel impactors or an

integrated solenoid. As the transmitted

stress pulse (P-wave) travels through the

material, changes in acoustic impedance

in the material are encountered, and the

energy is reflected back to the surface.

Reflected stress waves are measured

using a broadband displacement

transducer positioned on the testing

surface near the impact. The response

measured by the transducer is

proportional to the normal surface

displacement at the test location. The

received displacement waveform is

initially analyzed in the time domain to

assess the amplitude and quality of  the

received signal. The frequency spectrum

of  the signal is subsequently obtained by

performing a fast fourier transform on

the received waveform. The spectrum

can be analyzed and, with knowledge of

the propagation velocity, the depth to a

discontinuity or member boundary can

be estimated. Requirements for impact

echo testing equipment and data

acquisition system are given in

ASTM C 1383.4

Shear Wave Pulse Echo. Additionally,

reflective ultrasonic testing was also

performed using a shear wave ultrasonic

array system, a low frequency

discontinuity detection device used for

the evaluation of  stone, concrete and

other materials. The system consists of  a

control unit connected to a transducer

array incorporating 24 spring-loaded,

dry-point contact piezoelectric sensors

with a central operating frequency of

50 kHz. The sensor array operates as a

transmitting and receiving transducer.

Shear (transverse) waves emitted by the

transmitting sensors at the surface of

the tested element reflect from internal

or external interfaces and are collected

by the receiving sensors. Ultrasonic

signal amplitude as a function of  time

(A-scan) is displayed and analyzed to

determine the depth of  detected

discontinuities or the thickness of  the

element.

Ground Penetrating Radar

In order to better understand the

relationship between the observed

damage to the exterior walls and the

internal framing of  the pyramidion and

to aid in the development of

stabilization concepts, engineers utilized

high frequency ground penetrating radar

to identify unknown support and

connection details and to determine

joint connection configurations.

Within the pyramidion, ground

penetrating radar identified embedded

metallic elements, including lead shims

installed between seated stone elements,

copper flashing within slotted vertical

joints of  the exterior walls and lead

cramps connecting adjacent wall blocks

to provide lateral resistance to the

exterior walls (Fig. 5a). For instance, a

lapped horizontal joint and embedded

flashing are identifiable in a scan
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Figure 4. Removal of spalled marble at pyramidion corner.



collected below a horizontal joint of  the

exterior wall of  the pyramidion (Fig. 5b).

Additionally, ground penetrating radar

and ultrasonics were used to identify

typical mortise and tenon connections

between the larger stone blocks that

form the parabolic arches of  the

pyramidion framing.

Ground penetrating radar is a

geophysical nondestructive testing

technique for the evaluation of

structural and architectural elements and

materials. Ground penetrating radar

surveys performed on concrete and

stone elements allow for the detection of

embedded objects (steel reinforcement,

anchors and other connection devices,

metallic and nonmetallic embedded pipe

or conduit), the detection of  material

interfaces of  structural layers, and the

measurement of  member geometries.

The technique involves the use of  high

resolution, shallow penetration radar

antennas which transmit electromagnetic

radar pulses along a longitudinal scan at

the surface of  a structural element.

Electromagnetic signals are optically

reflected from material interfaces of

varying dielectric constant along the

propagation path of  the wave. The

reflected signals are collected by the

antennae, amplified and displayed for

subsequent interpretation. Antennas with

different operating frequencies provide

for surveys at various penetration depths

and resolutions. Additionally, post

processing software integrating signal

filtering and visualization options allows

for subsequent analysis of  collected

ground penetrating radar scans.

Summary

The 2011 Virginia Earthquake affected a

number of  historic structures in

Washington, D.C. and the surrounding

region. The original design, construction

and aspect ratio of  the Washington

Monument, in combination with the

specific ground motion that occurred at

the monument site during the course of

the earthquake, left this structure

uniquely vulnerable to damage.

Nondestructive testing and evaluation

were critical steps in the assessment of

the design and construction of  the

monument and in the assessment of

earthquake related damage. The testing

results were invaluable for the

development of  comprehensive and

technically sound strategies to stabilize

and restore the Monument. Upon repair,

the Monument will be reopened to the

public and once again assume its place as

one of  the most visible and frequently

visited landmarks in the United States. 
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Figure 5. Ground penetrating radar: (a) used from within pyramidion to detect

embedded copper flashing along horizontal joint of exterior wall; (b) resulting scan.
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Transducers are devices that convert one form

of  energy into another. While there are many

different energy types this can be applied to, in

ultrasonic testing we are concerned with

converting electrical energy into mechanical

energy (sound) and vice versa. Transducers are

even being buried in asphalt on highways to

convert the vibrations caused by passing

vehicles into electricity. Piezoelectricity was

demonstrated by Jacques and Pierre Curie in

1880. They discovered that crystals of

tourmaline, quartz, topaz, cane sugar and

Rochelle salt, when cut a certain way would

produce an electric potential across the surface

of  the slice when a mechanical force was

applied. The word piezoelectricity is derived

from the Greek word piezo, which means “to

press,” and electric. The brothers later

confirmed Gabriel Lippman’s mathematical

deductions that the reverse was also true; the

crystal slice would mechanically distort when an

electrical charge was applied. Naturally

occurring single crystals such as quartz were

used in the early years. Later, transducers made

from polycrystalline ferroelectric piezoceramic

materials like barium titanate and lead zirconate

titanate were developed. These provided much

better ultrasonic performance. 

Polarization

Regardless of  whether the transducer disk is made from a crystal such

as quartz or a polarized ceramic material, it is usually referred to as the

crystal. In a naturally occurring crystal, the mode of  vibration is

determined by the direction the crystal is cut and in the case of

piezoelectric ceramics, it is determined by the direction of  polarization.

Figure 1a shows the three axes of  a quartz crystal and two slices cut

from it; one is an X-cut and one a Y-cut slice. When a slice is cut so that

the X-axis is perpendicular to the slice it is said to be X-cut. A slice cut

perpendicular to the Y-axis is a Y-cut. An X-cut crystal will produce a

vibration in the extension, or thickness mode. A Y-cut will produce the

thickness shear mode. Figure 1b shows the distortions in the shape of

the two different cuts of  crystal when a voltage is applied.

In piezoceramic crystals the arbitrary arrangement of  the polar axes

of  the individual crystallites in these materials in their natural state

cancels out any piezoelectric effect. These materials must be polarized in

order to realize a piezoelectric effect. The materials must be heated to

their Curie temperature and a strong electric field applied. This forces

the different domains to align and leaves the material with a remnant

polarization. The mode of  vibration will be determined by the direction

of  polarization. If  a transducer is subsequently heated to its Curie

temperature it will de-polarize and lose its piezoelectric characteristics.

Ultrasonic testing typically uses X-cut crystals which produce

compression waves. Y-cut crystals are used in very few circumstances.

One instance would be to conduct velocity ratio measurements during

inspections for high temperature hydrogen attack.

Pulsing

To produce a sound wave, the pulser in the ultrasonic instrument sends

a short burst of  electrical energy to the transducer. As the voltage is

applied to the crystal, it stretches. The sound wave is created when the

voltage is quickly cut off  and the crystal vibrates as it tries to regain its

original shape. To increase the energy of  the sound beam, the pulse

energy must be increased. Many technicians falsely believe that adjusting

the gain setting of  the instrument increases the amount of  energy being

applied to the part. This only amplifies the received energy. Caution

should be applied when using frequencies above 10 MHz not to apply

high voltages that can damage the piezoelectric crystal. Applicable

values should be supplied by probe manufacturers. If  in doubt, use only

100 volts maximum for probes containing high frequency crystals.

Frequency

The frequency of  a transducer is determined by the thickness of  the

crystal; the thinner the crystal the higher the frequency; the thicker the

Piezoelectric Transducers Jeffrey L. Garner*
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crystal the lower the frequency. After the crystal

is hit with an electrical pulse from the pulser it

rings at its resonant frequency.

Pulse Length and Damping

Pulse length is the term used for the amount of

time the crystal takes to stop ringing after being

excited. Transducers are constructed with a

damping or backing slug in order to control the

pulse length (Fig. 2). To shorten the pulse

duration, more damping material is applied. The

shorter the pulse length of  a particular probe,

the better the resolution will be. 

To demonstrate this, two identical probes of

the same frequency but different pulse lengths

were used to examine three holes close together

in depth. This was performed on an AWS

Resolution Block (Fig. 3). The arrival time of  the

three echoes will be separated by short intervals

of  time (T2–T1 and T3–T2). If  the ringing time

of  the crystal is longer than this interval of  time,

then the three holes may appear as one large

indication. The resolution is poor. In this case,

all three holes can be seen by both probes, but

the probe with the shorter pulse length

obviously has better resolution (Fig. 4).

The probes used in most applications are

medium damped and are referred to as narrow
band probes because they respond to a narrow

range of  frequencies. Highly damped probes are

known as broad band probes because they

respond to a broad range of  frequencies. A 5 MHz narrow band probe

may respond to frequencies from 4 MHz to 6 MHz and a broad band

probe may respond to 2.5 MHz to 7.5 MHz. 

The pulse length can be measured by multiplying the number of

cycles by the wavelength. Since the wavelength is determined by dividing

the velocity of  sound in the material being tested by the frequency of

the probe, it is obvious that the pulse length can be shortened by either

increasing the frequency or by increasing the amount of  damping.

Figure 5 shows backwall reflections from two identical probes with

differing amounts of  damping. It is plainly evident that the pulse length

of  the broad band probe is shorter than that of  the narrow band. The

pulse of  the broad band probe takes up approximately 2.5 divisions and

the narrow band approximately four divisions.

Probe Types

There are two types of  probe design. The first is a single-element probe

and the other is known as a dual-element probe. The single-element

probe has a single crystal that must transmit the energy and then receive

the reflected energy coming back to the probe. While the crystal is

transmitting, it is extremely difficult to resolve received signals. This is

known as the dead zone. While discontinuities can be detected in the

dead zone, sufficient ultrasonic resolution is usually not achieved until

the crystal stops ringing before receiving the reflected energy. Referring

back to Fig. 4 you can see the dead zone, which is the area with signals
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Figure 2. Transducer construction showing damping or

backing slug.
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Figure 4. Examination of three holes close together in depth with two

transducers of same frequency and (a) long pulse length and (b) short

pulse length.
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at the beginning of  the A-scan window. Many technicians call this the

main bang or initial pulse. These probes are typically used on thicker

materials.

Dual element probes have two crystals set side-by-side at the back of

the transducer. One is the transmitter and the other the receiver (Fig. 6).

Having a separate transmitter and receiver eliminates the dead zone

experienced with a single element. Additionally, the sound-carrying

material between the front face and the crystals (the delay line) allows

the near field effect to occur internally instead of  in the part and

eliminates entry surface noise, permitting the inspection of  thin parts.

Most dual element probes have what is referred to as the roof angle. The

crystals are set at a slight angle which has the effect of  focusing the
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Figure 5. Backwall reflections from two identical probes

with different damping: (a) standard probe and (b) highly

damped probe.
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Figure 6. Schematic of dual element transducer.
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David Miller’s decision to forgo college studies for a job in NDT

training wasn’t uninformed. He’d had a brief  stint working with an

NDT company that did NDT training through an earlier work-study

program in school. Once he began his own NDT training, he found that

the more he learned about the field, the better he liked it.

Q: How did you get started in NDT?
A: I went to school here in the same town where my current

employer is located and I came here for a two-week

work-study experience when I was fifteen. I moved on to

college after that but didn’t really enjoy it and decided to

look for a job. I was lucky enough for this company to

offer me one. My goal was just to get out of  college really

but, the more I learned about NDT, the more I enjoyed it.

Q: You were very young whan you began your NDT career but
you pursued it with fervor.

A: Yes, once I was here, I had direction. I didn’t know what I

wanted to do work-wise when I was at school. Once I

started working though I realized, “I enjoy it. I’m going to

concentrate at it and apply myself  to it as well.” 

Q: Is teaching the aspect of your work that appeals to you most?
A: I like the physics behind it — how things work.

Q: You started off by assisting in MT and PT, is that right? 

A: It is. I assisted the Level IIIs in the magnetic and

penetrant departments for about 18 months, just helping

out. Gradually I got more experience and more

confidence. When I was about 18, I progressed to the

PCN side of  things (BINDT, Personnel Certification in

Nondestructive Testing). I certified in MT and PT to

PCN Level II and started to run Level II training courses.

During that time I was also named the 2006 ASNT Young
Technician of the Year for the North Atlantic Section.

After about six years, my employer encouraged me to

take the ASNT Level III exams in MT and PT.

Q: Are you certified in other NDT methods?
A: Yes. When a member of  the staff  left the UT department,

my employer asked if  I’d like to progress into ultrasonics.

I did and after some time, I gained my Level IIs in UT.

I’ve gone a step further now and moved into advanced

UT — TOFD (time-of-flight diffraction) and phased

array. I’m now certified as a Level III in MT and PT and

I’ve got Level IIs in TOFD and phased array UT.

Q: How are the classes that you teach structured?
A: The beginning of  the course is theoretical and progresses

on to the practical. Courses vary in length from one to

three weeks. In the first couple of  days, most of  the class

is based on theory. We give the operators a basic

knowledge of  the method with practical demonstrations

on the equipment. Then we move to workshop areas

where we carry out the practicals with bits of  theory

specific to the technique. We’ve got a big stock of  lab

practice samples and mock samples with known defects.

We use them to demonstrate different techniques and to

show the students how to locate the defects, size them

and report them. They practice with the samples and

mark them against the master copy to make sure they are

finding what they should. If  they’re not, if  they’re missing

defects or reporting defects that are not there, we go

through what they’re doing wrong and show them how to

improve their technique. Then there’s an exam toward the

end of  each course.

Q: Are the classes focused for particular industries?
A: The classes are mainly generic because we’ve got people

from various backgrounds. If  it’s specified class for one

sort of  sector, we can make it specific. 

Q: Does any class content relate to codes or standards?
A: We do include a certain amount of  codes and standards

in terms of  minimum flaw sizes — what would be

acceptable, what would be rejectable. However, it’s not as

in depth as specifications in the field would be.

David Miller
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I like the physics behind it — how things work.



Q: Do you see trends in training sought — perhaps for phased
array or TOFD?

A: I would say so. We tend to be getting busier on those

courses. More people are taking up the option for them

and getting certified in those techniques.

Q: What NDT experience do students have prior to taking courses?

A: It’s mixed. We’re finding more people come with no

experience for MT and PT courses — they learn straight

from scratch. When they come for advanced UT for

example, they need to hold an ultrasonic Level II prior to

the course. It varies but for phased array and TOFD,

everybody comes with a certain amount of  experience.

Q: What is the biggest challenge in your work?

A: I’d say the biggest was gaining industrial experience. I was

able to work through this however through links with local

companies and by working with experienced Level IIIs —

a great benefit when teaching classes.

Q: What is the most rewarding aspect of your work?

A: It’s nice to know that students I’ve taught have passed the

exam well and that I’ve helped them in their career. I also

enjoy traveling. The training that I do when traveling is

same as I do here in the U.K. but it’s in places like the

Middle East — Abu Dhabi, and in Australia and Canada.

In the future, I’d like to do training in the company office

over in Houston. 

Q: Does course registration indicate growth or slowdown in NDT
job availability? 

A: It’s growing all the time. There’s been no sort of

slowdown in the number of  students we’re getting

through. Students coming to the courses have said they

are really busy with lots of  work, especially overseas.

Australia is quite big at the moment — oil and gas mainly

— also mining. Oil and gas I would say are the main

industries out there. I think there’s lots of  work in the

North Sea and in Africa.

Q: What educational background is helpful in NDT? 

A: Math and physics are the main two, especially on the

training courses. A math background is quite an advantage

and the need to know physics is obviously important.

Q: Do you have an NDT mentor?

A: Lots really. I wouldn’t say one specific person because

everyone that works here helps you out. Should you have

any issues, you can go to anyone.

Contact David Miller at david@lavender-ndt.com. 
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sound beam energy at a depth determined by this angle. Most technicians have likely noticed

when calibrating on a five-step wedge that the amplitude of  the 0.2 in. (5 mm) step and

especially the 0.1 in. (2.5 mm) step is very low in amplitude compared to the other steps on

the block. This is due to the roof  angle of  the probe. Since these two steps are well short of

the focal point created by the roof  angle they are much lower in amplitude. Dual element

probes should never be used without first measuring the limited range of  sensitivity caused

by roof  angle focusing. This is easily achieved by using a series of  cross-drilled holes

positioned at increasing depths from the scan surface. A simple distance amplitude curve

(DAC) can be plotted to clearly illustrate the range of  sensitivity.

Different designs of  dual element probes have different focal depths. Never assume that a

dual element probe is capable of  detecting near surface discontinuities despite the fact that

no initial pulse (main bang) is present. The lack of  any visible initial pulse on a calibrated UT

display can lead to false assumptions being made with respect to near surface sensitivity.

Conclusion

There are many different variables in choosing the correct probe for the application. It is

essential that technicians understand all the elements discussed in this article in order to

make informed choices rather than just using whatever probe they are handed.
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